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Humans, Half-Orcs, & Halflings

Dwarves & Gnomes

Elves & Half-Elves

A mummified goblin hand

An old and rusty axe head

A child-sized short bow with a broken string

A piece of crystal that faintly glows in the moonlight

A set of small tools with no discernable purpose

A golden amulet in the shape of a bug on a leaf

A gold coin minted in an unknown land

A bright green pair of wool earmuffs

Four very old wooden elven coins

A diary written in a language you do not understand

A walking stick that glows in the dark

A brass ring with a hawk engraved on it

A small sack full of dried mushrooms

An old chess piece made from blue glass

A detailed map of nearby ruins

A pair of knucklebone dice, each with a skull symbol
on the side that would normally show six pips
A small idol depicting a nightmarish creature that
gives you unsettling dreams when you sleep near it
A rope necklace from which dangles four mummified
elven fingers
The deed for a parcel of land in a realm unknown to
you
A 1-ounce block of soft substance made from an
unknown material

A ceramic beer stein adorned with depictions of lions
and wolves
A shaving and beard trimming kit in a tooled leather
pouch
A small albino cave lizard, trained to hide when it
hears new voices
A carving knife bearing the maker’s mark of a
famous Gnomish smith
A copper crown etched with the Dwarven runes for
the word “fool”
A small wooden box containing an intricate
clockwork mechanism of unknown purpose
A manuscript recounting the memories of a dying
dwarf

A small cloth doll skewered with needles
A tooth from an unknown beast
An enormous fish scale
A bright green 11-inch feather
An old tarot card bearing your likeness
A glass orb filled with bright red water

An arrow covered in intricate carvings depicting
elven life in the forest
A small crystal globe that glows yellow during the
day and white at night

Extra Trinket
A small, otherwise worthless stone, which briefly
glows bright-white every third day.
A hand mirror that reflects an unknown eye at all
times.
The skeleton of a small bird with hands where its
wings should be.
A quill pen which, no matter what color ink is used,
writes in green.
Four dried corn kernels sealed in an amber sphere.

A pinecone from a faraway land

Folded parchment containing an intricate diagram of
a complex machine of unknown origin and purpose.

A pair of green leather archery bracers

A puzzle which, when solved, spells out “king”.

Bright red elven earmuffs

A flag for a country which no longer exists.

A shard of blue crystal that produces a beautiful
chime when struck
A pair of leather trousers embroidered with leaf
designs
The carcass of a woodland animal, fashioned into a
hat
A smooth stone with a single elven name chiseled
into it
Five silver bells on a string that seem to sooth the
tempers of elves when jingled

A religious text describing the proper observance of a
holiday no one has heard of.

A metal flask half-full of whiskey

A fur-lined cloak that looks like a pile of leaves

A nose flute.

A Well-used blacksmith’s tongs

A scrap of paper inscribed with a haunting elvish
poem

A scarf of extraordinary length and multiple colors.

A tiny silver knife etched with ivy patterns

A leather pouch labeled ‘interesting rocks’.

A cloth patch bearing the coat of arms of a great
Gnomish clan
An oboe-like wind instrument made of dark
varnished wood

A circular sheet of crystal that reveals elven
constellations when the stars are seen through it
A green wood elf arm band with an unknown
insignia

An intricately carved wooden rose.
A sealed tube of clear liquid with a tiny bobber
floating in the middle of it.
A two-foot tube of rolled paper.
A wooden bowl made of rosewood.

A lead model of a dragon.

A 1-pound egg with a bright purple shell

An iron paperweight in the shape of a fist

A pipe that blows bubbles with smoke in them

A scroll describing a lost Dwarven city beneath a far
off mountain range

A conch shell

A wide-gauge blow gun and a hand-full of small bags
filled with whitewash.

A glass jar containing a weird bit of flesh

A steel helmet for a Gnomish child

A loaf of herbed bread wrapped in cloth, starting to
go stale

A finely crafted beard snood.

A tiny gnome-crafted music box that plays a song
you remember from your childhood

A quill fashioned from the leg of a giant cave spider

A bottle of golden colored cooking wine

A child’s drawing of a house on a hill, with a smiling
sun in the sky.

A small wooden statuette of a smug Gnome

A cloth sack containing a disassembled bronze ball
bearing with twenty tiny balls

A brass orb etched with strange runes

The sheet music for a Dwarven choral chant

Very tall black leather fashionable boots with elven
flourishes worked into the leather
The hilt of an ancient sword bearing the elvish
words: “Dawn rises before death’s fall”

A multicolored stone disk

A few pages from a book on Gnomish stone masonry

A tiny silver icon of a raven

A solid steel rolling pin

A bag containing forty-seven humanoid teeth, one of
which is rotten
A shard of black obsidian that always feels warm to
the touch
A dragon's bony talon hanging from a plain leather
necklace
A pair of old socks that have tiny yellow hearts
embroidered all over them.
A blank book whose pages refuse to hold ink, chalk,
graphite, or any other substance or marking

A crossbow bolt with a known criminal’s name
carved into it

A tiny lute painted with the images of faeries and
food
A crystal goblet that fills to the brim with red wine at
the end of every hour

A mercury-filled crafter’s level

A crown fashioned from vines

A silver badge in the shape of a five-pointed star

A telescoping spyglass missing its lenses

A knife that belonged to a relative

A leather eye patch

A glass vial filled with nail clippings

A tin bugle

A pouch full of tangy dried berries.

A rectangular metal device with two tiny metal cups
on one end that throws sparks when wet

Parchment covered in arithmetic and design doodles
for a carpentry project

A leather-bound book full of blank pages made of
dried leaves

A white, sequined glove sized for a human

A dwarf-sized corset

The skull of a goblin

A vest with one hundred tiny pockets

A silver tooth etched with the Dwarven rune for
good fortune

A walking stick, the top of which is a carving of a
mountain lion’s head
The scabbard of a curved dagger, inlaid with patterns
of the moon and stars

A horse shoe which makes a slight humming sound
at all times.
A perfectly smooth stone which, when pressed, turns
blue for 5 minutes.
Two kitten whiskers pressed and sealed between
two glass plates.
A square of soft leather that tarnishes any metal
object wrapped in it.
An oak leaf on a cord that can be worn as an eye
patch.

A brass box with a hidden compartment on its
underside
A tiny iron anvil, used in certain religious and civic
ceremonies among the dwarves
A steel thermos filled with stew

A needle made of gold that can pierce any hide

A key ring full of locks with no keys.

A partially burned branch from a fir tree.
A medal for fighting in the Goblin Wars over a
hundred years ago.
A three-sided coin.
A lace garter in black and red.

A small lifelike painting of an elven woman casting a
spell

A hempen anklet that cannot be untied once
attached.
A wooden model of a horse which has another,
smaller wooden horse inside it.
A necklace made of the eyes of numerous different
creatures, no two of which are alike.
A tarot-sized card whose face shows the last meal
eaten by its holder.

A food knife that never tarnishes or rusts

A flask of blue liquid which smells faintly of urine.

A scroll bearing an urgent message for an elven lord

A hemp necklace that amplifies the wearer’s voice
slightly
A quiver bearing the unknown house sigil of an elven
lord

A copper spoon that tastes of raw meat.
A selection of feathers stuck into a ball of tar.

A small, weightless stone block

A candle made from a very smelly wax
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A tiny sketch portrait of a kobold holding a pie

Gnomish long undergarments

A dried human hand

Six small, badly carved, goblin figures.
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An empty glass vial that smells of perfume when
opened

A collapsible wooden stool

A wooden carving of a mythical beast

A doll with hair made of rare moss.

A gemstone that looks like a lump of coal

A lock of braided red hair

A booklet depicting the hand gestures employed in
casting spells

A fist sized metallic pyramid, deeply etched in
incomprehensible runes.

A scrap of cloth from an old Orcish war banner

A bag full of luminescent moss

An arrow painted red, white, and blue

A complex, but delicately made, marble maze puzzle.

A rank insignia from a lost legionnaire

The wax imprint of an important looking key

Three edible insects that induce hallucinations when
consumed.

A tiny silver bell without a clapper

A macramé vest of dyed black leather

One foot of rope made from spider silk.

Twenty-two very small silver tokens, each with a
happy face painted on them.
A scroll titled: The Rules and Regulations for Properly
Dispatching a Dragons by Lord Peppo IV (deceased).

A mechanical canary inside a gnomish lamp

A goblet made of thick green glass
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A tiny chest carved to look like it has numerous feet
on the bottom

A rusty steel tent piton
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A dead beetle inside a clear glass bottle

A wooden ring inlaid with silver knot patterns
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A metal can that has no opening but sounds as if it is
filled with liquid

An ash-covered smoking pipe

A glass water-filled orb that contains a dead goldfish

A whittled deer figurine
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A list of elven names for a particular dragon known
to frequent an area
A stinky tincture that makes wounds hurt less when
applied (10 uses)

A single, all blue, piece for a jigsaw puzzle.
A frog statuette from which the legs have been
broken off.

Three silver-colored balls that fit into your hand

A collection of pressed butterflies.

A pair of logs that produce fire without smoke when
burnt (10 uses)
An ink drawing of an elven goddess shooting a
dragon with a bow

Three cloth arm bands, each with a different label
embroidered.
Two glass elf ears.
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Humans, Half-Orcs, & Halflings

Dwarves & Gnomes

Elves & Half-Elves

Extra Trinket
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A silver spoon with an “T” engraved on the handle

A bent chisel

A wooden plate with a smiley face paint onto it

A half-brick of cheese in a sock, one of which smells.
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A bird call made from gold-colored wood that always
sounds like someone calling out the name “Frank”

A somewhat ornate fire poker

A broken dowsing rod

A fashionable feather mask.

A dead scarab beetle the size of your hand

A stained barkeep’s apron

A studded bracer that glows.

Two toy soldiers, one with a missing head

A blown glass ball with a tiny hammer encased inside

A long stemmed silk lapel flower

A small box filled with ten different-sized buttons

The broken tip off a dwarf-crafted spear

A leather pouch that keeps herbs fresh for months
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A candle without a wick

A sizeable strip of unbearably spicy jerky

A glowing rock that was once worshipped as a god

A very small paper box which contains a tiny twig
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A tiny square cage with no door

A leather harness for carrying multiple throwing axes

A broken harlequin mask

A leather pouch full of rainbow colored sand.

An old bent key made from glass

A recipe for mushroom ale, carved into a wooden
plank

A long book full of elven advice, most of which
amounts to “stay the course”

A pamphlet describing the usage of ear wax as a
medical remedy for excessive flatulence.
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An old moldy cloth with a map on one side and an ‘X’
marked on blank backside

A large broken padlock

A short, forest-colored coat with broad shoulders

A single drop of lamp oil sealed in a glass bead.
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A brass hilt from a broken sword

A set of six colored inks in stoppered vials

An ink pot that never spills

A dried pig’s tail.

A small pouch full of burnt up expended spell
components
Articulated metal armor that covers a single slender
finger

A blank mask that allows the wearer to look exactly
like himself when worn.
A cloth bandana showing the map symbol for a
hidden door.
A torn piece of cloth once used to wipe down a
famous heroes sword.
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A blue dyed rabbit’s foot

A portable metal cooking fire grill

A pupil less glass eye from an Elf

A small glass bottle of oil for maintaining leather

A cameo carved in the likeness of a spider

A few pinches of a dust that reveals the presence of
precious metals when sprinkled into the air

A broken bell that rings with the sound of lost love

A silver skull the size of a coin

A glowing tankard, enchanted to keep liquids cold

A pair of wooden earrings

An painted wooden mask of an owlbear

A scrap from an intricate Elven tapestry

A pyramid of sticky black incense that smells very
bad
A nightcap that, when worn, gives you pleasant
dreams

A box full of oily brass gears

A rock that projects colored light onto surfaces, such
as walls, ceilings, or tree canopies
Two sharp teeth from a large predator, enchanted to
stay near each other at all times

A small cube made of fine bones with a glass marble
in the center.
A yellow wooden 10’ pole with the names of ten
cities.
The last page of an unknown diary containing only
the words “close the door” written in what appears
to be blood.

A stick of petrified child’s candy.
3-year old elven trail rations.
A music box that appears to be in working order but
makes no noise.
The left shoulder piece from a set of Dwarven plate
mail. It has a single engraved rune filled with gold.

A child-sized kaleidoscope

A tunic that smells like fresh herbs and soil

A single caltrop made from bone

Three large chain links

A broken lyre made of a strange orange metal

A stuffed doll that resembles the god of death.

A gold monocle frame without the lens

A mushroom in a plant pot

A wooden puzzle box with no known solution

A parchment flip book showing a knight galloping on
a horse.
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A 1” puzzle cube, each side painted a different color

A trowel inscribed with a craft guild oath

A slender circlet from an ancient war

A small metallic rod that glows
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A crystal knob from a door

A small tin of mustache wax

An inordinately heavy and unwieldy ceremonial staff

Four empty egg shell halves.

A small packet filled with pink crystalline dust

A box of 11 cigars

The face of an elf, broken off a marble statue

Two rocks, one hollowed out as a mortar and the
other shaped like a pestle.
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A fragment of a sheet music but has only one note
that repeats on both sides

A massive belt buckle, covered in runes

An elven gardening spade, depicting a broad leaf as
its blade

A recipe for a popular Northern style stew
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A silver teardrop earring

A wooden greataxe made of unsharpened wood

Soft leather armoring that only covers the right arm

A clay dove mounted inside a wooden cage.
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The shell of an egg painted with scenes of human
misery in disturbing detail

A monogrammed handkerchief, somewhat soiled

A tearstained love letter from an elven lady,
breaking things off with her human lover

A finely preserved sheep’s bladder which can be
used as a container.
A flask which has had its inside surface blackened by
soot.
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A fan that, when unfolded, shows a sleeping cat
A 3-foot piece of clay pipe
A four-leaf clover pressed inside a book discussing
manners and etiquette
A sheet of parchment upon which is drawn a
complex mechanical contraption
An ornate black greatsword scabbard that has the
name Hooba the Great engraved on it.

A side-view map, depicting the relative depths of
various underground cities on the continent
A blindfold embroidered with the Orchish rune for
good fortune at sea

Two wooden children’s dolls: one elf and one orc

A wooden box made to hold and display a ring

A sand timer that drops a single grain each day

A green vest with a monocle attached by a string
A miniature granite bust of a famous Elven bard

An invitation to a party where a murder happened

A torn hexagonal-patch quilt

A bit of folded cloth that, when unfolded, turns into
a stylish cap

A pocket-sized chest with a tiny key

An iron holy symbol devoted to an unknown god

A soap carving of a beautiful dwarf woman

An broken ancient arrow of elven design

Seven brass buttons and a knotted clump of green
thread

A bent needle that cannot be bent back into shape

A crystal flecked stone with magnetic properties

An ornate brooch of Halfling design

The hymn book for a Demi human religious temple

A mosaic tile with a multicolored, glazed surface

Five well-crafted carpentry nails

A petrified mouse

Dwarf-proportioned pantaloons that reek of liquor

A black pirate flag adorned with a dragon's skull and
crossbones

A rough chunk of stone that is perfectly black,
reflecting no light on any of its surfaces

A receipt of deposit at a bank in a far-flung city

A petrified egg the size of a person’s head

A diary with seven missing pages

A boot with many tiny spikes on the sole

An iron holy symbol devoted to an unknown god
A wooden box with a ceramic bottom that holds a
two-headed yellow worm.
A metal urn containing the ashes of an unknown
hero
An orcish phrasebook containing only the phrases for
food, enemy, and fight.

A notebook detailing an elvish account of an
important treaty being signed over 400 years ago

The seat from a bar stool

A receipt of deposit at a bank in a ruined city

A tiny mechanical crab or spider that moves about
when it’s not being observed
A glass jar containing lard with a label that reads,
“Griffon Grease”

The carapace of a breathtakingly beautiful beetle

A velvet bag full of stone marbles
Eight long sausages in a copper pot
A metal vial containing a tincture that repels cats
A coal stained scarf
One side of a merchant’s scale

A bottle of a perfume that smells like summer in the
forest
An ornately inlaid and painted wooden box
containing the mummified remains of a small animal
The handle of a sword that has rusted in the ground
for a thousand years
A circular stone covered in tiny, almost imperceptible
engraved patterns
The magically preserved eye of an extremely rare
and fantastical creature
A bandoleer for arrows
A hand-broom enchanted to constantly sweep up
whatever room it’s placed in
A scroll containing an elvish epic poem recounting a
war few remember anymore
A crystal that speaks directions (in elvish) to the
nearest elven city, when held aloft
A plaque commemorating the death of an elven hero
An elven-made leather saddle, designed to
accommodate the back spikes of a giant lizard mount
of some kind
A pair of strung together monocles, tinted to protect
the eyes from sunlight
A golden bracelet, engraved with elvish words
commemorating the unity of two great elven houses
A small glass bottle that purifies water, making it
safer to drink
A convincing replica of a large ruby, made entirely of
crystalized sugar
A rod of rune-etched copper which glows green in
the presence of powerful necromantic magic
A slender wine glass made of stained bone, rimmed
with gold
A black wooden scepter that curls into a spiral at the
end

Two feet of catgut with knots tied every four inches.
Two copper coins stuck face to face which cannot be
separated.
A flat stone with white chalk marks that change each
time it is observed.
A jeweler’s hammer with a head on both ends.
A toy wooden top that cannot be made to spin, but
always remains balanced, upside down.
A locket containing a picture of an ogre.
Two sticks which, when thrown in the air, always
land pointing to each other.
A snail shell containing a dried green goo.
A game board and pieces for a game no one knows
how to play.
An earring that appears to be made of bird
excrement.
A wooden gear the size of a dinner plate
Two links of iron chain.
Three short strands of lead wire braided together.
A broken tuning fork
Miniature playing cards each of which has two backs
and no faces.
A letter breaking off an engagement from someone’s
past.
An artistic painting of two hamsters locked in mortal
combat.
A jar of pickled turnips
An IOU from someone in a distant land owes you
three suckling pigs.
A giant’s phrasebook containing only the phrases for
man, woman, and child.
A house painter’s brush

A cloth painting of a legendary war hammer

A potion that induces vomiting

A wax sealing ring bearing the insignia of a long dead
thief.
A sea captain’s long johns.
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An ancient arrow of elven design

A leather ball used in sports ball

A stone bearing the names and symbols
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A needle that never bends

A tiny horsehair paintbrush

An elven bronze coin used as a good luck charm

An empty bottle for a rare vintage of dwarven wine
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An ornate brooch of Orcish design

A short Gnomish-to-elvish-to-Orcish phrasebook

A wooden trap for catching rabbits

A tiny bellows mechanism.

An empty wine bottle

A dog collar made of the finest leather

A fist-sized lump of moss that seems to be breathing

A used dark red woolen kilt
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